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Foreword

from our Advisory Board
Over the last several years, we’ve watched the Artificial Intelligence (AI) conversation unfold within the EITK
CX community. The conversation has been exciting for service leaders, as it holds promise to make the service
experience more efficient, cost-effective, and holistic. At the same time, it has the potential to overwhelm, as many
companies find themselves trapped between opportunity and taking action. Inundated by hype and information, it
can be difficult to discern what to believe or know where to start.
At EITK, we strive to facilitate the transfer of knowledge and shared community expertise in a variety of ways so
that leaders can learn from leaders. To more closely examine the future of AI in customer service, we assembled
members of The Execs In The Know AI Committee–a group of customer service operation leaders willing to share
their knowledge, experience, and perspective to make sense of a great deal of information and see a clear path
forward for fellow leaders. Today’s service leaders must consider internal and external business pain points, identify
customer needs, and articulate a clear business objective that next-generation technologies can help solve or
improve. In Customer Service, a competitive driver of growth, AI is unlocking unprecedented value and opportunity
for leaders.
This paper was created by the committee to offer experience and tools to help you evaluate where AI can benefit
your business. It is a practical playbook that highlights the potential impact and benefits of AI on various areas
of your customer service. We provide an overview of AI technology for customer service, with considerations for
decision making and implementation. Throughout the paper, practical case studies demonstrate where brands are
creating value in their service strategies using AI.
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Background: AI and Our Committee

AI and Customer Service: Our Approach
Artificial intelligence is demonstrated by machines, as opposed to the natural intelligence displayed by
humans. In computer science, AI research is defined as the study of “intelligent agents” - any device that perceives
its environment and takes actions that maximize its chance of successfully achieving its goals. Colloquially, the
term “artificial intelligence” is applied when a machine mimics cognitive functions that humans associate with other
human minds, such as learning or problem-solving.1

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: the study of “intelligent agents” any device that perceives its environment and takes actions that
maximize its chance of successfully achieving its goals.

Researchers and analysts predict that AI will have a profound impact on commerce for years to come. Reports are
honing in particularly on impacts to the customer service function, specifically on the labor-intensive nature of customer
service operations and contact centers. Last year, Gartner

predicted that by 2020, 25% of customer
service and support operations will integrate virtual customer assistant (VCA) or chatbot
technology across engagement channels–an increase from less than two percent in 2017.2

EARLY FINDINGS AND OBJECTIVES
Given that customer service traditionally requires human interaction, we examine the prospects and realities
of how and where AI can play a role. Using our committee members’ cross-industry and multidisciplinary
experiences and combined years of research in AI, we came together in early meetings to share our
backgrounds and align our focus going forward.
The committee quickly realized that most leading research and analysis firms don’t even use a common
vocabulary, and that evidence of AI driving value is varied. Since we decided that we wanted to evolve the
Customer Service industry’s role in leveraging AI to create meaningful customer experiences, we chose to
focus this paper on case studies of what is working, making educated predictions for the future, and offering
seasoned advice for how you can prepare your organization to harness early and developing possibilities to
great advantage.

1 https://www.sciencedaily.com/terms/artificial_intelligence.htm
2 https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2018-02-19-gartner-says-25-percent-of-customer-service-operations-will-use-virtual-customer-assistants-by-2020
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A DEFINITION OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
Because Customer Service is so frequently interchanged with Customer Care or Customer Experience, and
lacks a clear definition of its own, we created the following to serve as our working definition through the
paper. This definition lends focus to this paper’s research and discussion.

Customer Service is the support and responsiveness a company
provides to address and resolve a consumer’s questions or concerns
about their products and/or services.
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TRENDS AND TRAJECTORIES
Those of us who have been in Contact Center management for a while have seen many cycles of change
that primarily revolved around human availability and efficiency for Contact Center delivery. In the 1990s, for
instance, we saw a wave of massive growth in outsourcing. Then, in the early 2000s, we saw outsourcing
lead to hiring offshore in order to further reduce labor costs. And within the most recent decade, we have
been exploring how customers can connect with us via emerging - primarily digital - channels.
We are moving into a new AI era of customer service, in which Smart machines can do human work, in some
cases replacing humans altogether. Because we continue to value customer relationships, we now turn to
find better, more automated, and less effortful ways to serve customer needs.

1990’s

Massive growth in
outsourcing

EARLY

2000’s

Outsourcing leads to
offhsore hiring

2009-PRESENT

Customers are connecting via
emerging channels

Perhaps the Gartner prediction we cited previously once seemed like stretch. But we can’t deny that such
predictions shape research, which in turn fuels innovation and moves organizations to prepare to stay ahead
of the curve. There

is no doubt that AI will drive alter the way we work and live
for years to come. As we enter this era of technology immersion, we remain
focused on how to ensure operational efficiency and real improvements in
customer service applications amid all this change.
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AI Benefits for
Customer Service
Organizations

AI Benefits for Customer Service Organizations
Consumer brands are using AI to improve customer service operations in unique and creative ways. Even with
these exciting innovations, our core objective remains the same: better serving customers with maximum cost
effectiveness when using machine intelligence to perform tasks requiring significant manual effort.
This section addresses efforts aimed at improving customer service and improving your company’s internal
functions, often with benefits overlapping these two areas.

For your Customer

Speed/Service
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For your Company

Cost Reduction

Customer Insights

AI Benefits for Customer Service Organizations

AI BENEFITS FOR YOUR CUSTOMER
With customer brand loyalty increasingly harder to obtain, two leading brands are using AI to improve
the customer experience. The following case studies show how one company improved speed of service
resolution, and how another improved service by focusing on personalization and prediction.

SPEED AND SERVICE
While we strive to continually improve and refine operating techniques to better serve customers
and bring faster resolution, we must do so with balancing costs in mind. The following case study
showcases how AI was used to improved Knowledge Base Articles.

CASE STUDY
KNOWLEDGE-CENTERED
SUPPORT
Blizzard Entertainment’s customer service group implemented a “knowledge-centered support” (KCS)
model, which aimed to decentralize the creation and publication of knowledge articles–essentially
allowing any customer service agent to publish helpful articles for Blizzard’s game playing customers.
This model allows the company to disseminate knowledge more quickly throughout the organization
and directly to players, who can now find and use articles specifically addressing their questions or
problems.

KCS Setback: Too Much Knowledge, Too Little Accuracy
Suddenly, agents had an overload of articles, but only a basic search function that returned relevant
results approximately 25% of the time. The result: when finding information became difficult or
inefficient, agents would simply stop searching and publish a new article, causing duplication and
redundancy in the database and thereby decreasing the speed at which they could help players find
definitive solutions. These problems threatened the KCS program and needed to be addressed,
especially as players’ queries and problems were increasing in variety and complexity.
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CASE STUDY

Solution: Machine Learning
The first goal was to improve the way article content was classified and searched. The case descriptions
players entered often contained enough information to categorize most cases. Additionally, agents
began linking closed cases to a knowledge base article, thus creating a wealth of data for machine
learning. If the case description text could be accurately cross-referenced against knowledge base
articles, then the agent could quickly access accurate and relevant step-by-step instructions to help
solve the player’s problem. Thus, the agent’s job is simplified and the help is received more quickly.
Further, such knowledge could be offered directly to players, allowing them to resolve their own issues
without needing to speak to a representative at all. For players who generally prefer to solve problems
on their own and agents who are needed to focus on more complex cases requiring human judgment
and emotional engagement, this was a particularly valuable improvement.

Achieving Results
The next step was to use all this data to build a better search function. Using an open source
library that combined several successful natural language processing concepts, Blizzard built a text
classification system whose machine learning model improved

search accuracy from

25% to 75% (search accuracy was measured by the percentage of instances an agent linked a
case to a suggested article).
Following this internal improvement, Blizzard aimed to achieve similar results externally, allowing
players to more easily answer their questions without requiring human interaction. Because Blizzard’s
knowledge base was designed to contain both internal and external representations of a knowledge
article, the articles linked by agents could now be used to identify what relevant external content could
be served directly to players.
This improved KCS system has performed well, solving

problems in multiple languages

for over 1,000 players each day, and substantially increasing Blizzard’s customer

service scalability through product launches and significant events. Knowledge-centered Support has
demonstrated clear customer value in identifying problems and offering self-service solutions.

25%

Blizzard’s machine learning
model GREATLY IMPROVED
SEARCH ACCURACY.

The KCS system SOLVES PROBLEMS in
MULTIPLE LANGUAGES for OVER 1,000
PLAYERS each day.

OVER

75%
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PERSONALIZATIONS / PREDICTIONS
Another way to drive customer loyalty is through personalization. The following case study illustrates
how AI is using customer data to predict contact reasons, generate new customer and business
insights, hyper-personalize service, and overall better serve customers.

CASE STUDY
INSTANT, PERSONALIZED
ANSWERS
Since its inception, Square has understood the importance of tagging and quantifying their customers’
reasons for initiating contact. However, even they couldn’t have predicted that they were by chance
creating an incredible, supervised, learning dataset which could open the possibility for creating an
expert customer service system. Square ended up combining manually tagged case metadata, customer
text about the case, account behavior patterns, and the heuristics (attributes) of the account at the time
of contact. They would go on to create a predictive engine which could identify problems and even
recommend solutions before the customer realized they had an issue.
To begin, Square created an Instant Answers product within the contact flow, which examined and
compared the visiting customer’s account against the millions of records they had amassed over the
past several years. By doing so, Instant

Answers was able to make predictive,
personalized recommendations without any customer effort or input. Instant
Answers resulted in a 4% reduction in overall inquiries, and completely resolved some issues automatically.

4%

REDUCTION IN
CUSTOMER INQUIRIES
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AI BENEFITS FOR YOUR COMPANY
Consumer-facing brands constantly strive to improve customer experiences while optimizing operations–
balancing budget reductions, risk mitigation or compliance, improved metrics. The following case studies
exemplify how two leading brands are using AI to improve experiences and achieve better operational results.

COST REDUCTION
The following example showcases how AI was used to automate customer interactions that delivered
an improved experience along with cost reduction.

CASE STUDY
CONVERSATIONAL VIRTUAL
ASSISTANCE FOR PHONE
Symantec was looking to implement a self-service solution to replace their legacy natural language
IVR. The company needed a system that improved member experience and created a competitive
edge, while reducing operating expenses for their consumer businesses, LifeLock & Norton.

Real Conversations with AI
Symantec implemented an intelligent virtual assistant (IVA) application that routes callers to preferred
destinations and helps members self-serve over a dozen account request such as updating billing
information, reviewing identity alerts, resetting passwords, and answering FAQs.
Unique to the application is a conversational assistant that allows the member to speak to the IVA
application in the way it would to a human representative. This application relies heavily on unique
automated speech recognition (ASR) capabilities to ensure an accurate understanding of the spoken
words. This, coupled with Natural Language Processing, allows the application to accurately decipher
the intent(s) of the caller and begin managing the caller through a flow toward the desired resolution.
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CASE STUDY

Results: More Availability at Lower Costs
This approach has allowed Symantec to scale up support during peak periods and unpredictable
marketplace events, without significantly impacting their labor force. It also has resulted in improved
member NPS scores while achieving cost efficiencies, including

agent calls.

Symantec can SCALE UP
SUPPORT during peak periods

a 20% decrease in

20%
DECREASE IN
AGENT CALLS
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CUSTOMER INSIGHTS
The following example showcases how Fiat Chrysler applied AI-powered social listening to evaluate
customer intent, enabling a more efficient and effective human response.

CASE STUDY
UTILIZING AI TO FIND
EMERGING INSIGHTS FROM
SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media platforms provide a staggering amount of user-generated data about any enterprise
brand today. Brands are realizing the value of analyzing and tapping into social media data to gain
insights from the authentic voice of the customer. Unlike customer surveys, which lead customers
down a prescribed path, social media data offers the opportunity to tune in to the real conversations
happening about your brand. There is no script or multiple choice selection, just pure in-the moment
customer sentiment and personal experiences with your products.
Social listening solutions are commonplace in the market today, but the majority of them look the
same under the hood and run on simple Boolean keyword-based search. In these types of systems,
analysts are tasked with creating search keyword strings to aggregate the data to begin the journey
of listening and analyzing. Putting the onus on the user, the searches are often formulated to be much
too precise- which overlook key conversations that do not contain the specified keywords. On the flip
side, Boolean searches may be so unfiltered that the results are irrelevant to the brand and include
spam. There are thousands of daily conversations occurring on social media at the brand and product
level, and only a fraction of those are relevant to product quality or customer feedback.
As an early adopter of applying AI to social media to find and engage with relevant customer care
concerns, FCA understood the value of complimenting AI with human support. They took a similar
approach to social listening, allowing

the machine trained AI to find, label, and
detect anomalies in the data prior to human review. In this approach, the

machine processes social data in real-time, utilizing natural language understanding (NLU) to assess
the context and the intent of the customer comment prior to human review.
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CASE STUDY

This methodology automatically removes the conversations that are not related to owner feedback and
product sentiment. The

NLU understands automotive industry complexities
that would otherwise require a human to manually read and label.

These include vehicle components like understanding the “drive shaft, hubs, and diff” are part of the
vehicle’s drivetrain. FCA took the approach of training a machine to understand these complexities. By
doing so, the machine detects anomalies in the data and deliver those trends to the analyst in realtime. Analysts now spend more time escalating and investigating customer concerns than they were
previously able to with a Boolean-based system.

Relying on AI to determine what pieces of data are changing allows
FCA to focus on what matters.
As social media channels are emerging and the conversations about your brand online are becoming
increasingly difficult to monitor, consider how AI can assist in gathering “in the moment” true voice of
the customer.

FCA trained the AI to find, label and
detect anomalies in the data PRIOR TO
HUMAN REVIEW.

THE MACHINE PROCESSES
SOCIAL DATA IN REAL-TIME, utilizing
NLU to assess context and intent of the
customer comment.
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Your Business’
Evaluation Guide

Your Business’ Evaluation Guide
BUILDING YOUR AI STRATEGY
Our experience has found that the companies most successful at implementing an AI strategy get a solution
off the ground quickly, start small, and take a focused approach. In this section, we offer expert guidance and
recommendations for streamlining implementation and avoiding pitfalls as you plan and build your own strategy.

USE A THIRD PARTY
We recommend working with a third-party solution provider who can provide the technology and bring
you expert and experienced best practices, rather than doing it all yourself. An outside expert will save
you time, offer high quality options, and allow you to move through the process more quickly.

FIND A REACTIVE SOLUTION
Deeper integration requires longer implementation periods, so we recommend starting with a reactive
solution to see quick results. A reactive solution is one that utilizes customer input to make decisions,
as opposed to one that requires deep historical context and access to internal databases in order
personalize, predict, or move proactively.

ASSIST YOUR AGENTS
Agent assist technology solutions essentially provide front line agents with superpowers, augmenting
their abilities by providing insight, classification, and recommendations on resolutions, with much lower
risk of impact to customers if the AI solution misses the mark.

KEEP HUMANS IN THE LOOP
Quick implementation with lower risks of unintended consequences can also be achieved with
Augmented Intelligence–a solution that doesn’t aim for 100% automation, but instead involves some
sort of human-in-the-loop validation.

DATA HEALTH
If you plan to leverage collected data, ensure that you are logging and tracking the data you will need for
the necessary amount of time. Work with your Data Analytics or Business Intelligence teams to ensure
the data’s integrity, internal and external access, and that data in disparate sources can be brought
together in real time. If any of these areas are not yet in place, you’ll likely need to do some work before
implementing complex applications of artificial intelligence.
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SPOTLIGHT

DATA INTEGRITY
AND INTEGRATION
ARE PARAMOUNT

Noisy and dirty data is a problem. We asked
respondents about the top three challenges their
organization faced in implementing machine learning,
NLP, and/or AI. More than half (52%) of respondents
cited noisy and dirty data as a problem.
Contrary to popular belief, data scientists do like clean
data. Big, disparate data types can be noisy; consider
social media data, for instance. Even structured data
can be dirty.
Business analysts and data scientists still spend a vast
majority of their time cleaning up data and transforming
it. Some analysts and data scientists are OK with that
because it brings them closer to their data and helps
them gain a better understanding of it.
Respondents also mentioned that integrating data was
a challenge. Fifty percent cited this as a top challenge,
which makes sense. As data becomes disparate and
comes from more sources, it can become harder to
integrate.
Other issues include trust (37%) and data access
(37%). Oftentimes, even if an organization is already
performing statistical analysis such as regression,
there is still a trust curve that needs to be scaled to
get people comfortable with tools such as machine
learning. People often don’t trust what they don’t
understand, and many people don’t understand
advanced analytics.
- Advanced Analytics: Moving Toward AI, Machine Learning, and Natural
Language Processing,
Fern Halper, 2017
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CONDUCTING DUE DILIGENCE
Once you’ve taken the initial steps, you’ll next need to determine which products will offer you the right solutions
and add real value to your business. Investing in a solution that will actually work takes a few simple steps.

GET YOUR DUCKS IN A ROW
Before you approach companies, know your challenges and what solutions you need, and be clear on
your budget. Make sure various internal stakeholders are on board (Finance, Engineering, Design, Data
Analysts), and that your strategy reflects your company’s priorities. Finally, know how the solution you
choose will drive results that matter to your business.

SHOW ME THE MONEY
AI solutions and benefits are easy to promise. We recommend providing candidates with a sanitized
and shareable dataset to see real results with real data. Starting with a proof of concept based on real
(sanitized) data can eliminate a lot of noise and save you a lot of time.

ALIGN YOUR TECHNOLOGY TEAM
While you may be eager to move forward quickly and start seeing results, resist the temptation to take
action until you’ve communicated your vision and strategy to your technology team. Once you’re aligned,
you’ll want to include them in assessing any solutions and participating in the implementation process.
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EVALUATING RISKS
DATA SECURITY
Ensuring secure data access can slow down executing AI solutions. You’ll want to work closely with
your Information Security team to understand which information your company is willing to share with
third parties, evaluate third party security practices, and review the most recent penetration test report to
ensure you are not at risk of compromising your customers’ data.

DATA PRIVACY
If you are currently or planning to conduct business in Europe, it’s critical that you take into account
privacy regulations, including General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in particular when evaluating
potential solutions. If your partner or solution will be processing or storing customer data in any way, you
must ensure all activity is compliant with relevant data protection and privacy regulations.

PROGRAMMING BIAS
AI and machine learning systems are only as good as the people who design and train them, and will
inherit any implicit human biases. For example, if everyone who trains the model are like-minded, or share
the same background, culture, expectations, and assumptions, they may inadvertently impose biased
results that adversely affect certain groups of people.

ETHICS
More broadly, you’ll want to make sure that every automated decision-making system follows ethical
principles and practices regarding design, training, and deployment–the key ones being fairness,
accountability, and openness.

FAIRNESS refers to having taken the utmost care in reducing biases (e.g., not using protected classes
as features in your model), ensuring that the model outcomes do not exhibit a so-called disparate impact on
protected classes, and generally making sure that the model provides equal opportunity for the population
it serves.

ACCOUNTABILITY refers to being able to interpret a model’s decisioning path and provide a humanreadable explanation for why a particular outcome was reached (e.g., “your loan application was denied
because you have not been with us long enough”). This is easy to accomplish when the model is a simple
decision tree, but there are techniques to provide explanations for any kind of model (essentially by
determining which input feature would have to change the most to achieve a different outcome).
Finally, OPENNESS refers to the acknowledgment that, given how fast AI is evolving, we can’t quite fully grasp
all the potential social and legal implications of any particular model or application, and thus we must maintain an
open dialog with its users—and society at large—to ensure we’re building a future we’d all want to live in.
21
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SPOTLIGHT

CHALLENGING
THE ASSUMPTION
THAT BIG DATA IS
OBJECTIVE

The decision to use certain inputs and not others can
result in discriminatory outputs. Some of the technical
themes that can cause discriminatory outputs include:
Poorly selected data, where the designers of the
algorithmic system decide that certain data are important
to the decision but not others.
Incomplete, incorrect, or outdated data, where there
may be a lack of technical rigor and comprehensiveness
to data collection, or where inaccuracies or gaps may exist
in the data collected.
Selection bias, where the set of data inputs to a model
is not representative of a population and thereby results in
conclusions that could favor certain groups over others.
Unintentional perpetuation and promotion of
historical biases, where a feedback loop causes bias
in inputs or results of the past to replicate itself in the
outputs of an algorithmic system.
- Big Data: A Report on Algorithmic Systems, Opportunity, and Civil Rights, May 2016

REMEMBER THE CUSTOMER
As you begin to find success with AI solutions, especially those that reduce manual contact, keep in
mind that customers are people. Treat each engagement as an opportunity to improve, and continue
to track and report the top reasons people need to engage instead of using your product without
assistance. If you lose the voice of the customer, you defeat the purpose of improving the customer
experience.

SUPERVISED LEARNING
It’s best to employ human moderators to conduct oversight and supervised learning in order to ensure
the answers being provided make sense. From Microsoft to Facebook to Google, we’ve seen time and
again that unsupervised applications of AI can cause unexpected results, and at times a PR nightmare.
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SPOTLIGHT

LIMITATIONS
REMAIN

AI still faces many practical challenges, though new
techniques are emerging to address them. Machine
learning can require large amounts of human effort
to label the training data necessary for supervised
learning.
In-stream supervision, in which data can be labeled
in the course of natural usage, and other techniques
could help alleviate this issue. Obtaining data sets that
are sufficiently large and comprehensive to be used for
training—for example, creating or obtaining sufficient
clinical-trial data to predict healthcare treatment
outcomes more accurately—is also often challenging.
The “black box” complexity of deep learning techniques
creates the challenge of “explainability,” or showing
which factors led to a decision or prediction, and how.
This is particularly important in applications where trust
matters and predictions carry societal implications,
as in criminal justice applications or financial lending.
Some nascent approaches, including local interpretable
model-agnostic explanations (LIME), aim to increase
model transparency.
Another challenge is that of building generalized
learning techniques, since AI techniques continue to
have difficulties in carrying their experiences from one
set of circumstances to another. Transfer learning,
in which an AI model is trained to accomplish a certain
task and then quickly applies that learning to a similar
but distinct activity, is one promising response to this
challenge.
- The Promise and Challenge of the Age of Artificial Intelligence,
McKinsey Global Institute, October 2018
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LEVERAGING YOUR PEOPLE
WE STILL NEED HUMANS
The best solutions bring humans and technology together. No solution works right out of the box, or
stays relevant after implementation without monitoring and maintenance. AI solutions require continual
input, training, and iteration to keep the model and solutions optimized, so plan to staff this function
appropriately.

EXPANDING COVERAGE
Consider how an AI solution might allow you to enhance customer experience, remove friction, and offer
more access to humans in places where critical issues require a personal touch or human judgment.
The best applications we’ve seen don’t aim to reduce teams or budgets, but aim to help agents do more
where they are most needed (situations with high complexity and high value).

EVOLVING THE WORKFORCE
New roles in AI and bot management provide employees with opportunities to engage and train models,
building expertise that will help them and your business grow into the next era of automation and artificial
intelligence. Upskilling employees and management to keep up with the evolution in technology will be

SPOTLIGHT

critical as we continue to advance and develop AI.

WORKFORCE
CONSIDERATIONS

Accelerating artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities
will enable automation of some tasks that have long
required human labor. These transformations will open
up new opportunities for individuals, the economy,
and society, but they have the potential to disrupt the
current livelihoods of millions of Americans. Whether
AI leads to unemployment and increases in inequality
over the long-run depends not only on the technology
itself but also on the institutions and policies that are
in place.
- Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and the Economy, December 2016
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Conclusion: AI Improves Customer Service
and Accelerates Business Outcomes
Customer Service operations are just learning how Artificial Intelligence can impact customer experiences and
operational execution. With the right tools and resources, companies can leverage AI to increase operational
efficiency while improving the customer experience. On the flip side, companies that fail to invest in AI
technologies may risk falling behind as consumers come to regard higher levels of service and personalization as
the functional norm rather than the notable exception.
We expect the use of AI in Customer Service to increase significantly in the coming years as AI-powered
applications promise faster, more personalized, and therefore more valuable service for customers. AI can also
help companies reduce operational costs, harness customer data to gain key insights, and equip human agents to
better handle complex interactions and deliver higher-quality service. As AI evolves over time, these applications
can become key differentiators for companies that use them to best effect.
Yet thoughtful and strategic implementation of AI is critical to operational success. Companies that take the
necessary first steps -- identifying their most valuable use cases for AI applications, partnering with third-party
solution providers when appropriate, and allocating sufficient resources to ensure data health -- are well on their
way toward realizing the benefits of AI to both business and customer.
We hope that by highlighting some of the best practices from leading consumer brands across industries we can
help you prepare your organization for an intentional, strategic, and seamless implementation.

Continue this conversation on Know It All, our exclusive professional networking
community where CX leaders from customer-facing brands can discuss AI and
other hot topics in a private online environment. If you haven’t yet done so, click
here to request your invitation and join us!

REQUEST MY INVITATION
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Afterword
A CONVERSATION WITH YI-MIN WANG, PH.D.
CTO of AI, Microsoft Business Applications Group
(Responses have been edited for clarity.)

What’s the overall benefit of AI in customer service?
First, consider that an average of millions of phone calls deal with the same question and solution. Each
human agent may say it differently, but they’re all giving the same information. We ask a virtual agent
to handle the questions by normalizing those million conversations into one. The virtual agent needs to
have a robust ability to respond to users’ differences, but this is making the whole world more efficient.
Customer support is not a part of the business where you emphasize creativity or entertainment.
You just want to get things fixed. For the company, AI saves money. For the customer, you get 24/7
availability with no waiting, and thus more satisfaction. For human agents, not answering the same
question all day long lets them focus on more interesting questions.

What are some of the potential pitfalls?
No matter if you’re using a third party or building own AI solution, it’s likely to fail if you don’t work to
maintain and improve it. Once you build a solution you need to maintain it, otherwise your quality will drop.
AI solutions are very different from normal product development, which you build, ship, and move on
to the next feature. Companies that believe they can outsource the work to someone else and aren’t
prepared to maintain an AI product will learn the hard way. They’ll end up paying millions of dollar to
build custom code for a virtual agent, the consultant will hand back code, and receiving company
won’t know how to manage or handle. When new intents emerge, they won’t have the knowledge or
expertise to train and improve the model. No matter the application, intent changes and there is no way
to maintain the quality without investment and regular management and training.

What have been some of your most memorable experiences with AI
technology?
When doing AI research at Microsoft, I worked on a translator. Translation has been going on for a while.
It’s all about taking a sentence and parsing it into a tree, then translating the words into another language,
then constructing a sentence out of those words. The quality of AI translation had been stagnant until
the system could do some deep learning. It finally got really strong in 2016, after we switched to a new
architecture and we could suddenly go straight from English to French, for example.
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One may try to apply that end-to-end deep learning approach to building virtual agents for customer
support: take existing human to human chat transcripts and train a deep neural network to mimic what
human agents are saying. In practice, that does not work because, for example, a virtual agent does not
actually know how to remote-desktop to a customer’s machine. And companies may not want virtual
agents to handle all types of their customer calls.
So you must first mine the business process before creating a customer support bot. You go into the
human transcripts and mine all those conversations to build a documentation of support workflow.
Sometimes there may be five possible solutions for a particular problem and you have to determine
which set of questions you need to ask to narrow down to a particular solution. Then you bring that
support knowledge to a company decision maker who says which problems should be handled by
virtual agents, and then you build a virtual agent based on that approved spec.
In the end, it’s all about using deep learning to mine business processes out of human transcripts,
asking the decision maker to approve a spec, and then using deep learning again to build a virtual agent
based on that spec that can robustly handle customers’ natural language variations. It’s not about using
end-to-end deep learning to train a virtual agent directly out of human transcripts.

What advice do you have about the role of humans in managing an AI
solution?
A big lesson is that if you don’t maintain your system, the quality will drop. If you just build it, but are
not ready to oversee the product, you’ll likely fail. I’ve seen companies learn this the hard way, paying
millions to build a custom code to create a virtual agent. The consultant will hand back the code and
the company won’t know how to handle it. When new or unfamiliar questions emerge, they won’t know
how to train the system or improve the quality. After two years of working on a virtual agent, I came to
the realization that we were fortunate to have a lot of people who came from the search engine Bing and
were familiar with how to build an AI product. The process has to include testing quality, maintaining
quality, identifying dissatisfaction, and enhancing on an ongoing basis. A successful virtual agent
product will need to have this process codified into it. This way, the company can just follow the AI
process and provide domain expertise content without having to worry about how to manage AI.

What are some safety considerations to keep in mind with AI providing
customer service?
Customer service bots are not designed for creativity. They are trained to do only what they are allowed,
either asking a question or offering a solution. They can decide which path to take to lead me to a
solution, but it’s all already pre-approved paths and solutions, mined out of human transcripts. For
safety, you must go through the review, edit, and approval process to define the spec so that you can
control the behaviors of the bots which are going to represent your company.
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